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And even the Sun came out!….And they drove off in t he Sun in an open-topped 
Aston-Martin! – Pic outside Buckingham Palace 29 th April 

WeatherAction Royal Wedding forecast 28 

days ahead beats Met Office 2 days ahead 

- 'Good to perfect' we said and 'Good to 

perfect' it was, says Piers 
 

- "And even the sun came out..." reported world TV media as Royal newly weds Kate and William sped in 
their carriage from Westminster Abbey down The Mall to Buckingham Palace at about 1:20pm BST and a 
bright sky with bursts of gentle sunshine blessed the crowd for their two kisses on the Palace balcony, the 
superb iconic flypasts by the Royal Air force around 1.30pm and the afternoon of general euphoria and well-
wishing. There was not a drop of rain or brolly in sight and it got sunnier in the afternoon enabling the new 
bride and groom to leave the Palace in an open-topped Aston Martin* in perfect sunny weather - no heavy 
thundery showers! 

* For fuller reportage of the event of which the Queen said "It's amazing" 
see http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/top/all/7543140.html  

  
"So", said Piers Corbyn of WeatherAction.com long range forecasters: "Our WeatherAction long range 
forecast for the wedding weather in London issued 28 days ahead on April 1st was more accurate than the 
MetOffice's foreboding heavy and thundery rain and gloom issued 2 days ahead." 



'Good to perfect' we said and 'Good to perfect' it was…continued 
 

"We said (80% confidence) - from 28 days ahead - th e weather for the event itself would probably be 
'good to perfect' although there would be showers a round in South England particularly on the 
preceding and following days mainly to the West.  
"The Met Office had forecast heavy and prolonged thundery showers overnight and advised people to take 
an umbrella 'just in case' for the Westminster / Palace celebrations. 
"As it turned out the Met Office's heavy and prolon ged rain didn't happen before the event, during the  
ceremony and crucial processions or later in the af ternoon and for the key events in London it was 
dry and bright or gently sunny and then very fine a nd warmer than the Met Office said.  
"That is fairly described as 'good' weather becomin g pretty well 'perfect' later. Ours was a better 
forecast than the Met Office.   Of course no forecast can be totally exact but the Met Office was 'way out'. 
The usual churlish sad followers of their weather and climate dogma and failed science will come up with 
their weasel words and say we were just lucky. To that I would point out we cannot be 'just lucky' for all the 
past major extreme summers and winters over the last 4 years which we correctly forecasted while the Met 
Office consistently forecasted the opposite of what took place.  
"I would also draw attention to the series of weather extreme events including deadly terrifying tornadoes in 
the USA this April ALL of which - in seven out of seven narrow time windows - we predicted down to within a 
day from weeks ahead. 
"The Met Office approach to forecasting, which ignores external driving factors from solar activity and relies 
on failed science can never advance any further however much taxpayers money they waste on 
computers. Taxpayer's money is better spent on Royal Weddings than Met Office computers."  
  
"Following this success WeatherAction will soon mak e weekend wedding forecasts for the UK & 
Ireland available at low charge up to 6 months ahea d", he added.  
  

In internal discussions at WeatherAction Piers, 36hr ahead, (80% confidence in original forecast) said that the frontal attacks 
from the East would be less active than Met Office said and noted that Spaceweather.com has a solar wind hit on 30th / 1st 
May NOT 29th. The Consequence of which will be (in this case) the main (eg England) weather hit will be later on 30th and into 
May1st. 

  
Met Office Forecast for Royal wedding VIDEO*  issued 12:40 GMT (13:40UK) Wed 27 April forecast for 29th - Bright 
Spells risk of showers - Maybe heavy and thundery on Frid 29th  

* The link to that video has been changed to a link to a later forecast but notes on it: 
Early downpours late Thurs 28th afternoon & early evening, overnight and early morning heavy and prolonged 
Frid 29th Bright Spells risk of showers. Maybe heavy and thundery .  
Westminster: 10am dry in his picture and partly broken cloud but risk of showers in comment. 
Mid-late morning probably dry but "Showers could well be hit and miss - Take an umbrella  just in case" 
2pm 18C. Rain Could well be heavy thundery showers in afternoon. 

  
Piers Corbyn's VIDEO issued April 1st with statemen t of Royal Wedding weather 
forecast AND What about the summer? - comments. See  http://bit.ly/ghPuJA  NOTE 
WeatherAction issued THIS one forecast and one fore cast only for the Royal wedding. 
The Met Office had about 6 forecasts and they were all wrong or inadequate except 
the last one of only hours ahead.  
 

Other News  
 

MORE Media Reports & COMMENTS  on MetOffice RoyalWedding &c failed forecasts 
http://climaterealists.com/7656   
 

Reportage of WeatherAction USA April forecast see http://bit.ly/gnCOhY  including latest CONFIRMATION of 
WeatherAction LongRange 26-27th; NEXT danger period 30th-1May  
Links to HORRIFIC! #tornado #wx VID 27th http://youtu.be/J9Oszy_dGJY  
 

WeatherAction Simultaneous double whammy tornado an d earthquake success.  
#WeatherAction double hit #USA #tornados & Major #earthquake trials see http://bit.ly/ef6jKA 
"Extreme Weather & Earthquakes are in the same family" says WeatherAction  

- VIDEO on link http://fraudulentclimate.atspace.com/twitterfight1. html   which also carries parallel 
feeds of Met Office &  Piers Corbyn tweets! 

 
NB This news without pic was also carried on WeatherAction site under Comments from…issued 29th April : 
http://bit.ly/k7BmuR - were there are also COMMENTS from public 


